
August 20, 2014 

DeBono's Inc. 

2200 Santa Barbara Blvd 

Cape Coral, Florida 33904 

To Whom It May Concern; 

We would like to revise our original special exception from 4 (four) trucks and 4 (four) trailers to 10 (ten) 

moving trucks, 2(two) vans, 2(two) pick-up trucks and 10 (ten) trailers. 

All vehicles and trailers will be parked on our property at 2200 Santa Barbara Blvd ., Cape Coral, Florida . 

We plan to plant hedges along the North side, South side and North side/center of building as shown on 

sketch submitted with application. 

c 



Planning Division Case Report      SE14-0013 
 

 
Review Date:  November 18, 2015 
 
Property Owner: DeBono’s Inc. 
Owner Address: 2200 Santa Barbara Boulevard 
   Cape Coral, FL  33904 
 
Authorized  
Representative  Charles DeBono 
 
Request: The applicant is requesting an amendment to a previously approved special 

exception use that restricted a Rental Establishment, Group III use, to a 
maximum of four trucks, which are no longer than 25 feet in length and five 
trailers no more than 12 feet in length.  The applicant seeks to amend the 
current special exception use to allow a total of 10 trucks, two vans, two pick-up 
trucks and 10 trailers on the site.   

   
Location:   2200 Santa Barbara Boulevard 
 Cape Coral, FL  33991 
 Unit 62, Block 3047, Lots 54-57, Strap number:  26-44-23-C3-03047.0540 
 
Prepared By: Mike Struve, AICP, LEED Green Associate, Planning Team Coordinator  
 
Reviewed By: Derek C.S. Burr, AICP, Planning Manager 

 
Recommendation: Denial of the request by the applicant to allow additional rental vehicles on 

this site beyond those approved previously by Resolution 9-2000.   
 
Urban Service  
Area:   Infill    
 
Right of Way Access: The subject property has frontage and direct access from Santa Barbara 

Boulevard, a major arterial.  The rear of this property abuts a 20-foot wide alley.    
 
Code Compliance 
Case: CE14-006145 
  
Site Visit:  September 16, 2014 and July 31, 2015 
 
Property Description:  
 
The subject property is rectangular in shape and has an area of 20,000 ft2.  This parcel supports a 
building with an area of 1,960 ft2 that received a certificate of occupancy on December 21, 1984.  The 
subject property received a special exception (SE 11-83-247) for gasoline pumps in conjunction with a 
convenience store in 1983, and in 2000 received a special exception (Resolution 9-2000) for a rental 
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establishment, group III use.  The convenience store is located in the southwest portion of the parcel.  
Two gas pumps located under a free-standing gas canopy are situated on the eastern portion of the 
property while another unroofed gas pump is located to the north of the existing store.  This site 
contains seven parking stalls located in front of the building.  An aerial photograph of the subject 
property and immediately surrounding parcels is provided in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1.  Aerial Photograph Showing the Subject Parcel Outlined in Blue along with Surrounding 
Properties. 
 

 
 
 
The subject property has a Commercial/Professional Future Land Use Designation and Pedestrian 
Commercial (C-1) zoning.  Zoning and future land use designations along with the existing uses 
employed for the subject parcel and immediately surrounding properties are provided in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Zoning, Future Land Use and Existing Uses Associated with Property Located at 2220 

Santa Barbara Boulevard and Surrounding Properties. 
 
 Zoning Future Land Use (FLU) Existing Use 
Subject 
Parcel 

Pedestrian Commercial (C-1) Commercial/Professional Food store with gas 
pumps; Rental 
Establishment Group III 

 Surrounding Zoning Surrounding FLU Surrounding Existing Uses 
North: Pedestrian Commercial (C-1) Commercial/Professional Bar 
South: Pedestrian Commercial (C-1) Commercial/Professional Vacant parcel 
East: Santa Barbara Boulevard 

ROW/Pedestrian 
Commercial (C-1) 

Santa Barbara Boulevard 
ROW/Commercial/Professional 

Multi-tenant commercial 
building; vacant parcel 

West: Alley ROW/Pedestrian 
Commercial (C-1) 

Alley 
ROW/Commercial/Professional 

Vacant parcel 

 
BACKGROUND 
 
In 1999, Charles DeBono, applied for a special exception (SE 99-00400022) to operate a Rental 
Establishment, Group III use at 2200 Santa Barbara Boulevard.  His application was denied by the Board 
of Zoning Adjustment and Appeals (BZAA) at the Board’s October 13, 1999 meeting.  This decision was 
appealed by Mr. DeBono and subsequently the City Council reversed the earlier decision of the BZAA 
approving the Rental Establishment, Group III use.  The following conditions were approved by the 
Council and are summarized below:   
 

1. The applicant shall only park four trucks no longer than 25 feet in length to the rear of the store.   
2. Only five trailers measuring no more than 12 feet in length shall be allowed to park on the north 

side of the parcel.   
3. No automobiles, trucks, trailers, or any other type of vehicle shall be parked south of the parcel.   
4. No parking shall be allowed in the public right-of-way (alley) west of the property. 
5. The applicant shall submit a site and landscaping plan before any permits are granted. 

 
This particular property and use is associated with an active code compliance case (CE14-006145).    At a 
Code Hearing scheduled before the Special Magistrate on July 17, 2014 the applicant was found to be in 
violation of the City’s Land Use and Development Regulations (LUDRs), Sections 8.6.3, 8.84 and 3.12.7.      
A follow-up Compliance Hearing was postponed until the amendment to this special exception use filed 
by Mr. DeBono is heard by the BZAA.    
 
REQUEST 
 
The applicant seeks to amend the previously approved special exception to allow 10 moving trucks, two 
vans, two pick-up trucks, and 10 trailers to be parked on the subject property.  Table 2 below compares 
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the number and types of vehicles allowed by Resolution 9-2000 for this site to the current request filed 
by the applicant.   
 
Table 2. Number and Types of Vehicles Approved by Resolution 9-2000 Compared to the 

Current Request Received from the Applicant. 
 
 Resolution 9-2000 Current Request (SE14-0013) 
Vehicle Type Number Length Location Number Length Location 
Trucks 4 ≤25 ft Rear of building 10 Not specified Not specified 
Trailers 5 ≤10 ft North side of building 10 Not specified Not specified 
Vans 0 NA NA 2 Not specified Not specified 
Pick-up trucks 0 NA NA 2 Not specified Not specified 
 
ANALYSIS 
 
The Planning Division has reviewed this application based on the City’s Comprehensive Plan, LUDR, 
Section 2.7.7, the C-1 District, and the five (5) standards outlined within Section 8.8.5a-e which covers 
special exceptions.  Conditions associated with Resolution 9-2000, aerial photos of this site dating back 
to 2004, and code compliance records were also reviewed in conjunction with this request. 
 

1. Generally 
 

This standard pertains to whether a proposed special exception complies with all the 
requirements of the zoning district in which the property is located, the LUDRs, and all 
other applicable laws.  Since this request involves an amendment to an existing special 
exception use, and since Resolution 9-2000 imposed conditions on this use by the Cape 
Coral City Council, compliance of this use with conditions associated with Resolution 9-2000 
were also evaluated.  
 
The subject property is zoned C-1.  The Rental Establishment, Group III use was approved 
for this property by special exception in 2000 and this use requires special exception 
approval for this zoning district.  While the City does not have special regulations that 
govern this use, Resolution 9-2000 imposed several conditions that included restricting the 
types and number of rental vehicles that could be parked on this site, and identifying where 
certain types of vehicles could be parked.  (Refer to Table 2 of this report.)    
 
When staff visited this site on September 16, 2014 seven trucks and 12 trailers were 
present.  The numbers of both trucks and trailers exceed those allowed (four trucks and 
five trailers) by Resolution 9-2000.  At least two vehicles were partially parked within the 
alley located to the rear of the property.  A second site visit by staff conducted on July 31, 
2015 documented six trucks at this business with one truck parked on an adjoining 
property to the south.  At least one truck appeared to be parked partially within the alley 
located to the rear of the site.  Nine trailers were present on this site.  A review of City 
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records show that between April 1 and June 17, 2014 Code Compliance documented on 
five separate occasions the parking of vehicles associated with the Rental Establishment, 
Group III use at 2200 Santa Barbara Boulevard that were inconsistent with conditions 
outlined within Resolution 9-2000.  Documented actions that have occurred on the subject 
property in violation of Resolution 9-2000 include: 

• Parking more than four rental trucks on the site at a given time; 
• Parking more than five rental trailers on the site at a given time; 
• Parking rental vehicles (van) on the site not authorized by Resolution 9-2000;  
• Parking rental vehicles on private property not covered by Resolution 9-2000; 

 
Staff has also reviewed aerial photographs of the site available from the Lee County 
Property Appraiser Website (www.leepa.org) dating back to 2004.  While each photo only 
represents a snapshot in time, the majority of these photos examined depict a 
development that was noncompliant with one or more of the conditions associated with 
Resolution 9-2000 when the photo was taken.  In short, visits by Planning and Code 
Compliance staff to this site along with aerial photographs of the site have documented a 
development that has frequently operated in a manner that is inconsistent with those 
conditions governing the operation of this use as specified by Resolution 9-2000.  Since 
evidence exists suggesting the conditions imposed by the City Council in 2000 in 
approving this use have not been consistently achieved for this development, staff finds 
that this standard has not been met.    
 

2. Compatibility 
 

Hours of Operation  
While not restricted to a particular company, the owner of the subject property currently 
offers vehicle rentals associated with U-Haul.  According to a U-Haul website link 
(http://www.uhaul.com/Locations/Truck-Rentals-near-Cape-Coral-FL-33991/013515/) 
vehicles can be rented at 2200 Santa Barbara from Monday thru Thursday from 7:00 am to 
7:00 pm; Friday from 7:00 am to 8:00 pm; Saturday from 7:30 am to 8:00 pm, and Sunday 
from 8:30 am to 6:00 pm.  Vehicles can be returned to this site 24 hours a day.  Resolution 
9-2000 did not place restrictions on either the hours of operation of the rental 
establishment nor on the return of rental vehicles.  The convenience store has similar but 
somewhat longer hours and is open Monday thru Saturday from 6:00 am to 9:00 pm and 
Sunday from 8:00 am to 8:00 pm.   
 
Noise 
The additional vehicles and trailers sought by the applicant will increase activity, but it is 
not known if additional noise would be generated to a level inconsistent with City 
ordinances.  Individuals most affected by any increase in noise would likely be several 
residential property owners located over 200 feet to the west of the subject property.   
 
 
 

http://www.leepa.org/
http://www.uhaul.com/Locations/Truck-Rentals-near-Cape-Coral-FL-33991/013515/
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Lighting 
Lighting on the site is largely confined to areas associated with the gas pumps.  Based on a 
visit to the site, there does not appear to be lighting located behind the building where the 
rental trucks are parked.  However, due to a clear line of sight between the rear of the 
store and the existing residential properties located to the west, rental trucks maneuvering 
to park along the rear of the building after dark may have headlights oriented towards 
these residential homes for a brief period of time.  While this situation already exists, the 
frequency at which this occurs could increase in the future should additional trucks be 
approved for this site.   
 
Traffic 
The applicant has requested the number of vehicles across all categories be increased from 
four to 14.  In addition, an increase in the number of trailers is sought, from five to 10.  
Additional rental vehicles and trailers allowed on the site would result in an increased 
number of trips to the subject property.  However, this type of rental establishment, even 
with the increased number of vehicles and trailers sought by the applicant would generate 
relatively low numbers of trips compared to most other commercial uses.  The collective 
number of vehicle trips generated by people travelling to the site to visit the convenience 
store or to refuel would still be substantially higher than vehicle trips related to leasing or 
returning rental vehicles.  Furthermore, access to and from the site is limited to Santa 
Barbara Boulevard that is designed to support commercial traffic.  Additional trips 
generated as a result of the approval of this request would not be experienced by SW Santa 
Barbara Place located to the west of this site that primarily supports local residential traffic. 
 
Property Area and Configuration 
Issues regarding compatibility should also be examined within the context of the area and 
configuration of the property proposed to support the special exception use.  The subject 
property is rectangular and has an area of 20,000 ft2.  Five other businesses in the City that 
lease rental trucks range from less than 10,000 ft2 to about five acres, thus the area of this 
property is not unusually small.  Existing improvements on the subject property, however, 
restricts areas in which rental vehicles can be safely parked without interfering with traffic 
circulation within this site.  These improvements include the location of the convenience 
store, the two separate gas pumps, and parking stalls necessary to support the parking 
requirements of the site.  A limited number of rental vehicles can be parked directly behind 
the store but the length of these vehicles is limited due to the presence of an alley located 
about 27 feet directly west of the store.  Other physical constraints include two small 
storage buildings and the presence of a power line pole, all located to the rear of the 
convenience store.  Ideally, all vehicles parked to the rear of the store would be located 
behind a wall to partially screen these vehicles from single-family homes located to the 
west of the subject property but the required setback for such a wall from the alley would 
effectively eliminate this area for rental truck parking.   
 
The applicant’s site plan shows nine trucks located directly behind the building with 
another two trucks located to the north and to the rear of the building.  While the store has 
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a length of about 83 feet, the presence of two storage buildings and an existing power pole 
reduces this “usable” distance to an estimated 62 feet.  The presence of these storage 
buildings and pole on the plans submitted by the applicant are not taken into consideration 
in determining how many vehicles could be parked behind the store.  Furthermore, the 
applicant’s plans shows trucks parked behind the building ranging from 10 to 26 feet in 
length.  The U-Haul website shows that 10-foot trucks available for rent have a total length 
of 19 feet, 11 inches as the advertised 10-foot length refers to the length of the box of the 
truck or inside dimensions.  Taken the total length of the trucks into consideration and the 
amount of distance that exists between the edge of the alley and the rear of the store, 
several of the sizes of the trucks proposed by the applicant would not fit behind the store 
without partially penetrating the existing City alley.  Trucks with a box length exceeding 20 
feet or a total length of 26 feet, seven inches are the largest trucks that could fit behind the 
store without extending into the alley.  Moreover, the length of the vehicles parked behind 
the store would likely require these vehicles to drive on private property located to the 
west of the convenience store when these vehicles are being parked or are leaving parked 
areas behind the store.  Staff concludes that both the number of trucks and the length of 
vehicles proposed by the applicant for behind the store is not practical for maintaining an 
organized row of vehicles that are parked in their entirety on the subject property.            
 
The plans submitted by the applicant shows nine parking spaces available in front of the 
convenience store while a visit to the site revealed that only seven stalls were present.  The 
applicant proposes to utilize two parking spaces for rental vehicles.  The nine parking 
spaces proposed in front of the store appear unachievable unless an existing striped 
handicap space in front of the store is eliminated.  Such a change would not be supported 
by staff.  Based on the gross floor area of the building, the convenience store requires a 
minimum of 12 spaces although this figure could potentially be reduced depending on the 
amount of dead storage space that is present within the building.         
      
The proposed plans also show two rows of rental trailers and trucks that are stacked four 
deep and oriented in an east/west direction located on the north side of the building.  It is 
unclear how these rental trucks and trailers could be accessed without moving one or more 
of the other rental vehicles from one of these rows.  In short, the tight configuration of 
these rows would likely prove problematic over time in maintaining an orderly site.  Besides 
concerns over maintaining reasonable site aesthetics, access and maneuverability to and 
round the gas pump located north of the convenience store could be problematic given the 
additional number of vehicles sought by the applicant beyond those previously approved 
for this site.   
 
The additional rental vehicles requested by the applicant for this site should not 
appreciably increase noise, lighting or commercial trips to the site that would have an 
adverse affect on the subject property or the surrounding area.  However, due to the 
relatively small area of the site available for parking rental vehicles and the number of 
rental vehicles sought by the applicant, staff believes it would be difficult to consistently 
maintain an orderly site.  As a result, aesthetics associated with this site are anticipated to 
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be strongly diminished should the request from the applicant be approved.  Furthermore, 
allowing additional rental vehicles on this site could contribute to unsafe conditions 
resulting from rental vehicles parked at the rear of the building extending into the alley and 
potentially beyond onto private property, and rental vehicles located elsewhere on the site 
interfering with internal circulation and vehicle maneuverability within this development.  
While there may physically be room on the site to park the types and numbers of vehicles 
requested for this site, from a day-to-day operational standpoint, the closeness to which 
several of these rental vehicles would need to be placed to each other poses challenges 
from both an accessibility and maneuverability standpoint.  Lastly, there appears to be 
insufficient space for maneuvering vehicles without affecting neighboring properties.  The 
subject property does not appear to have sufficient room on this site for parking the 
increased number of rental vehicles sought within this application without adversely 
affecting the maneuverability of vehicles and maintaining adequate space for drive isles 
on the site.  As a result, this particular standard has not been met.       
 

3. Minimum Lot Frontage; Access 
 

The subject property has approximately 160 linear feet frontage along Santa Barbara 
Boulevard.  A single driveway with a width exceeding 80 feet in length provides access to 
this site.  Due to a landscaped center median that is present within the Santa Barbara 
Boulevard right-of-way, access to and from this site is restricted to right-in, right-out 
movements.  While a 20-foot wide alley bisects the subject block into east and west halves, 
this alley appears to be improved from the northern end of the block extending southward 
to the northwest corner of the subject property.  South of this point, the alley is either 
unimproved or in poor condition.       
 
The site has seven parking spaces located directly in front of the convenience store.  Two 
wheel stops are present that are located near the northern property line suggesting that 
this area of the site has been utilized in the past to support parking.  However, when staff 
visited the site this area was occupied by several trailers and was unavailable to support 
customer parking that day.  Based on the City’s current parking requirements, the 
convenience store use alone requires 12 parking stalls although this number could be 
reduced depending on how much space within this building is considered “dead storage” 
and is unavailable to store customers.   
 
The C-1 District does not have a minimum lot frontage or width requirement.  A single 
driveway serving the development is located along Santa Barbara Boulevard and no 
additional driveways are proposed.  As a result, this standard has been met.              
 

4. Building Location; Setbacks 
 

Based on estimated distances utilizing the City’s GIS data, the convenience store appears to 
be compliant with the City’s minimum setback requirements for the C-1 district.  The gas 
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canopy located on the eastern portion of the subject property is an estimated 10 feet from 
the eastern property line and was granted setback relief in 1989 by Resolution 17-89.  
 
Except for the South Cape Downtown District that has minimum setbacks for off-street 
parking areas, other zoning districts in the City lack such a standard.  However, parked 
trucks associated with the subject business have been observed or documented on more 
than one occasion located partially within the alley located to the rear of the store as well 
as on the neighboring property to the south.  Since this application involves a site where 
the existing buildings are in compliance with the City’s setback requirements, and no new 
buildings are proposed, this standard has been met. 
 

5. Screening and Buffering 
 

The subject property is largely built-out and therefore contains relatively little landscaping.  
Landscaping that does exist on this site consists of shrubs and is primarily confined to the 
area north and south of the existing driveway along Santa Barbara and north of 
convenience store.  Based on an as-built site plan prepared by Bean, Whitaker, Lutz, and 
Barnes, Inc., dated March 20, 2000, for this site, it appears that some landscaped areas 
have been lost over time.  This is particularly true for a green area that once existed to the 
north of the existing convenience store that except for a small palm has largely been paved 
and is utilized for trailer parking. 
 
New landscaping proposed for the subject property would provide a modest amount of 
greenery to the site that is largely lacking.  However, two separate plans submitted by the 
applicant show inconsistencies in landscaping improvements and neither proposal would 
result in providing a continuous strip of landscaped areas along all property lines as 
required by LUDR, Section 8.8.5.e.  Furthermore, except for open utility and smaller cargo 
trailers, plantings proposed by the applicant would be relatively ineffective in screening the 
larger rental trucks proposed for this property.  Walls due to their uniform opacity are 
generally more effective than landscaping in providing screening benefits.  However, any 
wall proposed for the subject property would be limited to a maximum height of six feet 
and would be required to be located a minimum of 65 feet from the front (east) property 
line.  This setback distance constitutes the same setback distance as the primary structure 
(or convenience store) for this site.  Since plans submitted by the applicant do not show a 
continuous strip of landscaping around the perimeter of the site, the screening and 
buffering standard has not been met.           

 
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN CONSISTENCY 
 
Staff finds that the request from the applicant is inconsistent with Policy 1.8 of the Future Land Use 
Element provided below. 
 
“The City will maintain regulations ensuring safe and convenient on-site traffic flow and vehicle parking 
needs for all developed lands.”  The approval of rental vehicles at the numbers requested by the 
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applicant will contribute to a haphazard arrangement of rental vehicles on the property on a consistent 
basis due to site constraints.  Such a situation would impede and interfere with traffic circulation on this 
site resulting in unsafe conditions.  The parking of additional vehicles to the rear of the building beyond 
those currently approved also increases the likelihood that rental vehicles will be partially located in the 
alley right-of-way further contributing to safety concerns.  
 
Recommendation:  

 
The applicant is currently limited by the terms of the existing special exception to a total of four trucks 
and five trailers.  The applicant seeks to modify this term by proposing that a total 10 trucks, 10 trailers, 
two vans, and two pick-ups be allowed on this site.  The request represents an increase in both the 
number and types of rental vehicles that would occupy this site.   
 
The applicant’s site plan shows features that appear to be proportional to one another but is not 
accurate in terms of scalability.  These plans lack accuracy in showing the number of parking spaces that 
can be placed directly in front of the store.  The plans also fail to show several features that currently 
would interfere with the parking of additional rental vehicles on the site including two storage buildings 
and a power pole located west of the store and a small landscaped area north of the store.   
 
Resolution 9-2000 contained five conditions of approval, two of which are provided below to emphasize 
important issues identified in 2000 that continue to assume importance in regards to this current special 
exception amendment sought by the applicant.   
 
Condition #1 
“The applicant shall only park four (4) trucks no longer than twenty-five (25) feet in length on the rear 
side of the store.  Public safety and spacing issues will surface if applicant is allowed to park additional 
and/or longer trucks than the recommended amount.” 
 
Condition #2 
“Only five (5) trailers measuring no more than twelve (12) feet in length shall be allowed to park on the 
north side of the parcel.  A higher number of parked trailers with these dimensions will not fit safely into 
their assigned area and may become a safety hazard.  Also, trailers longer than the recommended length 
will encroach into the landscaped areas.” 
 
The request to park additional rental vehicles and trailers on this site has been made without any 
increase in area to the property.  The existing site is currently constrained due to the size of the 
property, the number of required parking spaces to support the gas station use, the presence of two 
refueling facilities located to the east and north sides of the building and the presence of a 20-foot wide 
alley located to the west of the building.  Two storage buildings and a power pole located to the west of 
the building further limit parking options behind the store.   Code Compliance records indicate there 
have been several code cases opened as a result of violations associated with conditions appearing in 
Resolution 9-2000.  Many of the concerns raised by staff in this report were similar to concerns 
identified by City staff 15 years ago for this same site.  Given the area of the property, physical 
constraints associated with this site, and the compliance history associated with the existing terms of 
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the special exception use, both Planning and Development Services staff find that additional vehicles 
and trailers beyond those approved for this site cannot be accommodated to promote a compatible 
development that is orderly and well maintained over time and protects the safety of the public.   
 
Given that this special exception request is not consistent with three of the five standards outlined 
within LUDR, Section 8.8.5a-e discussed above, and is inconsistent with Policy 1.8 of the Future Land Use 
Element, the Planning Division recommends denial of the request to allow additional rental vehicles on 
this site.  Development Services concurs with this recommendation. 

 
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION 
 
This case was publicly noticed as required by LUDR, Section 8.3 as further described below. 
 
Publication:  A legal ad will be prepared and sent to the New Press for scheduled publication on 
December 27, 2015. 
 
Written notice:  Property owners located within 500 feet of the subject property will be mailed letters 
during the week of December 21, 2015 advertising the project and public hearing date.   
 
Posting of a Sign:  A sign will be posted on the subject property announcing the public hearing date for 
this case during the week of December 21, 2015. 

 
Staff Contact Information 
Mike Struve, AICP, LEED Green Associate, Planning Team Coordinator 
PH:  239-242-3255 
Email:  mstruve@capecoral.net  

mailto:mstruve@capecoral.net






Planning Division Case Report      AP16-0001 
 

 
Review Date:  November 21, 2016 
 
Applicant/Appellant: Charles DeBono 
 
Address:  2200 Santa Barbara Boulevard 
 
Request: An appeal to the City Council of the denial of Resolution SE 1-2016, made by the 

Board of Zoning Adjustment and Appeals on June 1, 2016.  The Board denied a 
request to amend the conditions of a previously approved special exception 
(Resolution 9-2000) to allow additional rental vehicles at 2200 Santa Barbara 
Boulevard.   

 
Recommendation: Denial, thereby affirming the decision made by the Board of Zoning Adjustment 

and Appeals.    
 
Prepared By: Mike Struve, AICP, LEED Green Associate, Planning Team Coordinator  
 
Reviewed By: Robert H. Pederson, AICP, Planning Manager 
 
This report summarizes the discussions and actions taken by the Board of Zoning Adjustment and Appeals 
at several hearings that culminated in the Board denying Resolution SE 1-2016.  Also included in this report 
is the staff recommendation and options available to the City Council for this appeal.   
 
Summary of the Original Request of the Applicant  
 
The applicant filed a special exception (SE14-0013) to amend Resolution 9-2000, which approved a special 
exception for a Rental Establishment, Group III Use at 2200 Santa Barbara Boulevard.  The applicant 
sought to allow additional rental vehicles on the site, beyond the number allowed by Resolution 9-2000.   
 
Table 1 below, compares the number and types of vehicles allowed by Resolution 9-2000 for this site to 
the number of vehicles requested by the applicant.   
 
Table 1. Number and Types of Vehicles Approved by Resolution 9-2000 Compared to the Current 

Request. 
 

 Resolution 9-2000 Current Request (SE14-0013) 
Vehicle Type Number Length Location Number Length Location 
Trucks 4 ≤25 ft. Rear of building 10 Not specified Not specified 
Trailers 5 ≤10 ft. North side of 

building 
10 Not specified Not specified 

Vans 0 NA NA 2 Not specified Not specified 
Pick-up trucks 0 NA NA 2 Not specified Not specified 
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Board of Zoning Adjustment and Appeals Deliberation and Action 
 
Resolution SE 1-2016 was originally scheduled for the January 6, 2016 meeting of the Board of Zoning 
Adjustment and Appeals.  This case was continued three times and at the fourth and final meeting, the 
Board voted 7-0 to deny the applicant’s request to allow additional rental vehicles on the site.   
 
A brief summary of each meeting is provided below.  The meeting minutes for all four meetings are 
included in the backup materials for this appeal.   
 
January 6, 2016 Meeting of the Board of Zoning Adjustment and Appeals 
At the hearing, Mr. Charles DeBono requested a 60-day continuance of the case.  Mr. DeBono stated the 
continuance was to work with staff on a revised site plan for the project.  The Board voted 7-0 to continue 
Resolution SE 1-2016 to the March 2, 2016 meeting.  There was no testimony from the public at this 
hearing. 
 
March 2, 2016 Meeting of the Board of Zoning Adjustment and Appeals 
A second 60-day continuance of the case was requested by Mr. DeBono.  Mr. DeBono stated additional 
time was needed for making revisions to the project that City staff could support.  The Board voted 7-0 to 
continue Resolution 1-2016 to the May 4, 2016 meeting.  There was no testimony from the public at this 
hearing.  
 
May 4, 2016 Meeting of the Board of Zoning Adjustment and Appeals 
Staff presented their analysis and recommended denial of the request.   Following presentations by staff 
and Mr. DeBono, the Board discussed this case.  Commissioner Marmo noted the development plan 
presented by Mr. DeBono differed from that presented by staff.  Commissioner Morris indicated that the 
site plan lacked some important details.  A motion to deny the application failed by a vote of 4 to 3.  
Several Board members suggested that with changes to the plans shown by the applicant, support of the 
project was possible.  A motion to continue to case to the June 1, 2016 Meeting was approved by the 
Board by a vote of 6-1.  There was no testimony from the public at this hearing.  
     
June 1, 2016 Meeting of the Board of Zoning Adjustment and Appeals 
Prior to the meeting, Planning staff sent a memo to the Board recommending approval of the project with 
12 conditions.  Staff noted that one of the difficulties in evaluating the applicant’s requests since the onset 
of the project was the lack of scaled plans for review. 
 
At this meeting, Mr. DeBono presented a plan to the Board that included most of staff’s recommended 
changes with a couple of exceptions.  For example, this plan still showed more rental vehicles on the site 
than supported by staff.   
 
Mr. DeBono mentioned that since the May 4th hearing he had opened a new rental business along Hancock 
Bridge Parkway that should reduce the number of vehicles typically delivered to the Santa Barbara 
location.  He also mentioned he was investigating utilizing the adjacent property to the north for parking 
rental vehicles (The use of the adjacent property for a Rental Establishment Group III Use would require 
an amended special exception application, additional public noticing, and another public hearing before 
this use could be approved for this site.).  
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Following discussion, the Board voted 7-0 to deny the request to allow additional rental vehicles on the 
site.  There was no testimony from the public at this hearing.  
 
Public Comment and Correspondence 
 
There was no testimony from the public at any of the four public hearings.  Planning staff did not receive 
any written correspondence from the public on this case.   
 
Planning Staff Recommendation:  
 
Since the request to amend to Resolution 9-2000 is not consistent with three of the five standards outlined 
within LUDR, Section 8.8.5a-e, and is inconsistent with Policy 1.8 of the Future Land Use Element, staff 
recommends denial.   
 
While the applicant had made some positive changes to the site plan since submittal of the special 
exception application, the plan discussed by the applicant with the Board on June 1st showed more rental 
vehicles on the site than could reasonably be accommodated.  Prior to the June 1st hearing, staff had not 
received a scaled site plan although such a plan had been requested several times previously.  The lack of 
a scaled plan has made it difficult to evaluate this request, as well as the effectiveness of various 
conditions that could be imposed on this use.    
 
Options Available to the City Council  
 
While staff is recommending denial, two options, identified below, are available to the City Council 
regarding this appeal. 
 

1. The City Council may approve the appeal and reverse the decision of the Board of Zoning 
Adjustment and Appeals.  This would approve the additional rental vehicles for this site, beyond 
the number approved by Resolution 9-2000.  The City Council may also impose conditions on the 
use, as warranted, to ensure the project will be compatible with the area and to protect the 
health, safety, and welfare of the community.   

 
2. The City Council may deny the appeal.  This would affirm the earlier decision of the Board of 

Zoning Adjustment and Appeals, thereby denying the applicant’s request to allow additional 
rental vehicles on this site.   

 
 
Staff Contact Information 
Mike Struve, AICP, LEED Green Associate, Development Management Team Coordinator 
PH:  239-242-3255 
Email:  mstruve@capecoral.net  

mailto:mstruve@capecoral.net
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load. If we have somebody come in and put a large impact on our system that could be 
detrimental. Who pays for that Fire House? Who pays for those Firefighters? Who pays 
for that engine? 

Linda Prince, resident, stated she lived near Jaycee Park, which is very well used that 
she can walk to it. She noted a lot of people walk their dogs, people speak to each other, 
and invited the Commission to go and see it. 

Public hearing closed. 

Chair Read appreciated the presentation and looked forward to getting into it a lot more. 
This was a broad spectrum of what you are trying to accomplish. Hopefully it will be 
something that our local and outside developers can work with. 

Recessed at 10:24 a.m. and reconvened at 10:31 a.m. 

PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION/LOCAL PLANNING AGENCY 
PUBLIC HEARING 

PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION/LOCAL PLANNING AGENCY ADJOURNS 
AND RECONVENES AS THE BOARD OF ZONING ADJUSTMENT AND APPEALS 

PUBLIC HEARING 

Resolution SE 1-2016 SE14-0013* continued from May 4. 2016 meeting 
WHAT THE RESOLUTION ACCOMPLISHES: 
A resolution amending Resolution 9-2000, which granted a special exception to operate a 
Rental Establishment, Group Ill (Automotive) use in a Pedestrian Commercial (C-1) zone, 
by increasing the maximum number of rental vehicles allowed to be parked on the 
property; property is located at 2200 Santa Barbara Boulevard. 

Assistant City Attorney Bartos read the title of the Resolution. 

Planning Team Coordinator Struve stated at the last meeting the Board considered 
Resolution SE 1-2016 and made a motion to continue this case to today. This case has 
been continued a total of three times. At the May meeting the Board asked the applicant, 
Mr. Debono, to come back with a revised plan for staff review and bring to P&Z for 
consideration. Mr. Debona has done that in response to that plan, and staff has evaluated 
it. Staff has sent to P&Z, as a result of staffs analysis, a memo that recommends approval 
of this plan with some changes and with a number of recommendations or conditions of 
approval as indicated in the memo. There are 12. He did not have a presentation at this 
meeting. He did have a couple of power point slides showing this most recent plan and 
areas indicated which condition they pertain to. 
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Planning Team Coordinator Struve displayed the revised plan indicating the number of 
vehicles that staff has recommended to be approved for different areas of the site, along 
with the length of those vehicles. Included in the diagram was which recommendation it 
pertained to in the memo. The lower left hand corner of the diagram refers to 
recommendation number 2. Staff recommended a maximum of three rental vehicles for 
this area that would have a maximum length of 20 feet. An important point is that when 
we talk about the length of vehicles in regards to staffs recommendations we are talking 
about total length, either front bumper to rear bumper or in the case of trailers, from the 
tip of the tongue on the front to the rear bumper. 

Planning Team Coordinator Struve stated what has caused some misunderstanding and 
perhaps led to some Code Compliance action in the past is the way that vehicle lengths 
had been interpreted relative to Resolution 9-2000 that governs this project currently. 
There are conditions that limit the number of vehicles behind the store currently to 26 feet. 
That can be interpreted in a couple of different ways. That can be total length or it could 
refer to the box length which is probably the way the owner interpreted it. This has 
resulted in vehicles parked behind the store that were not 26 feet in length but from 
bumper to bumper more like 34 feet in length. That has caused several problems in 
vehicles being partially parked on a somewhat regular basis protruding into the alley. 
Because of the maneuverability or lack of it associated with those longer vehicles as they 
back out and exit the site, we have had to back onto other private property not covered 
by this special exception. Staff wanted to look at this very carefully and make very clear 
not just what our limitations were on vehicle length but how that would be measured 
moving forward. 

Planning Team Coordinator Struve continued with looking at Recommendation #3 which· 
is to the north of the site. Staff recommended a maximum of three trailers be located in 
this area; the maximum length of those trailers would be limited to12 feet. He noted that 
based on the plan submitted by the applicant, staff recommendations in several cases 
vary from the number of vehicles or trailers shown by the applicant. 

Planning Team Coordinator Struve stated moving further northward on the west side of 
the property regarding Recommendation #6, staff recommended a maximum of three 
vehicles be allowed in this area; there is a total of what appears to be eight vehicles or 
so. Staff recommended that each vehicle not exceed a total length of 20 feet. Staff also 
recommended that those vehicles be located in a row fairly close to the north side of the 
building. He explained the reasons. It would contribute to a more orderly site, help 
promote vehicle circulation, allow vehicles to move in and out of the site more easily, and 
there is also a rather small landscaped area; the site lacks in landscaping. Staff wants to 
take measures to protect the integrity of that area. 

Planning Team Coordinator Struve stated the northern part of the site regarding 
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Recommendation #5,. staff recommended a maximum of four trailers be allowed in this 
area. The maximum length of those trailers would be limited to 12 feet. He explained the 
limitations to 12 feet is that we don't want people taking this corner off of Santa Barbara 
and run the risk of striking a larger vehicle as it juts out or having to swerve to move one 
of those larger trucks. 

Planning Team Coordinator Struve stated at the bottom of the slide regarding 
Recommendation #4, staff recommended a maximum of four vans or pickup trucks be 
allowed to be parked in these four spaces, consistent with what the applicant shows on 
the plan. 

Planning Team Coordinator Struve stated staff recommended some site improvements: 
some landscaping to be installed along the south property line, behind the building as well 
as in the front of the building moving from the eastern side of the building to the eastern 
property line. This would be a row of shrubs. There is a recommendation to provide 
curbing to define and protect landscape beds. There is a recommendation pertaining to 
this planning area not shown on this plan, but again located to the north part of the store, 
that dead or missing plants be replaced and curbing installed to protect them. 

Planning Team Coordinator Struve explained the schematic that shows the types of 
vehicles that staff recommended to be approved on this site. He stated by category the 
recommendation was for a maximum of three trailers be allowed to the rear of the building 
and a maximum of four trailers along the north property line subject to those trailer lengths 
identified in the memo, staff recommended that three vehicles be allowed to the very north 
of the store in a row indicated. Those vehicles could consist of any vehicle type provided 
that no vehicle exceed a total length of 20 feet. Lastly, staff recommended not to exceed 
a total of four vans and pickup trucks collectively be allowed near the southeast corner of 
the property shown by the green dots on the slide. 

Planning Team Coordinator Struve stated he would be glad to respond to any questions 
the Board has. 

Charles Debona, applicant, stated since the last meeting they opened up their Hancock 
Bridge location which will help alleviate some of the overload once this is settled. He 
stated that location was fully operational now, and he had room to move some of the 
trucks there. He stated he had a new layout that is reprinted from the revision that staff 
sent him. He stated they ran into a couple of issues from the last meeting. He wanted to 
have a larger site plan for the Board but the person he hired to do that had emergency 
surgery and was not able to do it in time. He stated the next step would be to reapply for 
another amended special exception using Hustler's property for the larger trucks. He 
passed out a document to the Commission which he displayed and explained the 
changes. He noted the relocation of the landscaped area which would be a better buffer 
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because it would hide equipment behind the building. He stated he was told with the 
original special exception that he could put 26 ft. U-Haul trucks there, noting the actual 
length is approximately 30 or 31 feet long. He noted there would need to be clarification 
about the length. He stated everything sent to him regarding staff's recommendations 
was changed on the new print. He stated the only area in question was the small area to 
the north. He removed the trailer that was staff's concern; the rest will have to get worked 
out with staff. If we see that the. vehicles won't fit, then w~ will have to remove them. He 
added that a few months ago one of the City's concerns was the dirt in the nearby fields. 
He noted he had dirt ~rought in and replaced to get that built up again. He stated once 
we can get this verified, we will get a larger actual engineered site plan. He noted that 
staff told him they could use the existing site plan from Hustler's and have our engineer 
use that site plan to place the trucks and show where they would be parked on the lot. 
He noted they would apply for that within this coming month. 

Planning Team Coordinator Struve stated that staff would want to see the new site plan 
before going to public hearing. 

Mr. Debono stated that hopefully within 30 days he could have it all ready to submit on 
using the Hustler property for the larger trucks. He noted they were going to apply to try 
to put three 26 ft., three 20 ft., and two 17 ft. trucks on that adjacent property. The 
engineer will make sure the parking spots are long enough to accommodate a 26 ft. truck 
which is 33 ft. The center spaces are about 36 ft. He noted the next presentation will be 
much more professional. He stated he was trying to get this resolved since it has been 
going on for over a year. He noted he has been in business in the City for over 40 years 
and wanted to continue doing so. 

Public hearing opened. 

No speakers. 

Public hearing closed. 

Commissioner Koskinas asked staff about curbs on the south property line where the 
landscaping buffer is located. Planning Team Coordinator Struve stated some of the 
landscaping areas are located along the property line, but that's more coincidental. The 
main purpose of providing the curbing is to protect those beds, regardless of where they 
are located. Commissioner Koskinas asked if we are talking about putting them on the 
property line. He questioned if he can put that on his property line or will that cause a 
problem down the road for the next owner. Planning Team Coordinator Struve stated it 
should not cause a problem. We wouldn't have a setback requirement for a structure like 
that; our setback requirements pertain to buildings, not to curbing or parking spaces. 
Commissioner Koskinas stated if a building were built next to it and they had to do a swale 
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and that is sitting on the property line, will that become a long term problem. Mr. Struve 
responded he was not aware of any problem. 

Commissioner Koskinas asked Assistant City Attorney Bartos what if the applicant does 
not hold up his end of the bargain. Assistant City Attorney Bartos stated there would 
have to a violation cited and a hearing. 

Assistant City Attorney Bartos stated clarification was needed. Staff was recommending 
a total combination of 17 vehicles, trailers, etc. He stated Mr. Debona has around 21. 
That was an additional four. He stated we would need to clarify if it's a 6x12 trailer, 
whether or not that includes the tongue or not, the hitch area. He noted clarification would 
also be needed for the total length of the box trucks. He stated he was more concerned 
with the trailers because he believed industry-wise sometimes the tongue was not 
included. 

Commissioner Schneider asked Mr. Debona if the most popular vehicle for leasing is a 
24 or 26 ft. truck. Mr. Debona responded in the affirmative. Commissioner Schneider 
questioned if the Hancock Bridge property can accommodate those. Mr. Debona 
responded in the affirmative and added that he was going to apply immediately to put the 
trucks at Hustler's. He stated he could not stay in business without bigger trucks. He 
w~s going to try and get the satellite parking approved to accommodate the bigger trucks. 

Chair Read stated the case being addressed right now was not the future special 
exception for Hustlers. 

Commissioner Schneider asked about the use of the location on Hancock for a person 
renting a truck. Mr. Debona stated he was not sure of how that would work. He did not 
know if someone who reserves a 26 ft. truck, if we can bring it from the other store, and 
park it there until they get it. He noted the only way to resolve this is to do the satellite 
parking for that location. He still wondered how they would operate until approval. He 
stated he cannot inconvenience his customers every time they want a truck longer than 
17 feet. He stated he hoped to get some type of agreement to where we could continue 
to operate. Hopefully, this other issue can be approved within the next 60 days. He 
stated he believed he will have everything ready and submitted to the City before the end 
of June. He stated he would need some type of agreement until we can get to that 
settlement. 

Commissioner Schneider asked about the rendering distributed and the availability and 
accessibility of the larger trucks on that site. He doubted how this could be approved until 
they got the final rendering. 

Assistant City Attorney Bartos stated right now they're looking for the Special Exception 
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for the current Debono's property and not incorporating the pool hall to the north. 

Commissioner Schneider stated the larger trucks cannot be incorporated in the current 
drawing. 

Assistant City Attorney Bartos stated the way this drawing is made up on the assumption 
that the trucks would be rented and not be there all the time or the applicant would be out 
of business. A new special exception would repeal this because it would incorporate this 
property and the Hustler's property. He noted there could be a time limitation on truck 
pick up and no overnight truck parking. 

Mr. Debono stated sometimes trucks are dropped off using the drop box without his 
knowledge. 

Commissioner Peterson stated the plan distributed by Mr. Debona was different from the 
one in the meeting packet. He asked how long a 15 ft. truck was bumper to bumper. Mr. 
Debono stated it was around 20 to 21 feet. Commissioner Peterson questioned the 
scaling of the drawing being correct, noting that the dimension at the end of the building 
is 25 ft. 6 inches. Mr. Debona stated he would have had a larger print site plan done. 
Commissioner Peterson stated this was a second meeting in a row that you have brought 
us something that we had no time to digest the changes. Mr. Debona stated he had 
roadblocks. Commissioner Peterson reiterated that the plan he gave out differs from the 
one that staff made a list of recommendations from and was not to scale. He asked the 
applicant what his expectations were at this meeting. Mr. Debono stated in order for him 
to stay in business, he needed to maximize his property and noted all that he has been 
doing to get this settled. 

Commissioner Peterson stated that based on the information in front of him and what has 
been handed out by Mr. Debona at the last minute, he made a motion to not approve this. 
He stated the applicant can go back, do a new site plan, work out a deal with Hustlers, 
and come back and present it again to P&Z. 

Commissioner Peterson moved, seconded by Commissioner Schneider to deny 
Resolution SE 1-2016. 

Commissioner Morris stated if this motion to deny is passed, what is the timeline for the 
applicant to appeal to Council. 

Assistant City Attorney Bartos stated the applicant had 30 days to apply for an appeal. 
He noted that Council would be on hiatus soon. It could be July before it is heard by 
Council. He stated the applicant would still have the existing special exception. 
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Commissioner Morris stated he felt that we are getting outside the purview of what this 
Board can do, and our leniency was being exhausted. He stated what the applicant was 
trying to do now was more problematic. 

Commissioner Schneider stated he was looking at the calendar and how the applicant 
would need to jump on his revisions since there is another holiday weekend before the 
next P&Z meeting. 

. Commissioner polled as follows: Hewitt, Kibitlewski, Morris, Peterson, Ranfranz, 
Read, and Schneider voted "aye. 11 "Seven "ayes. Motion carried 7-0. 

Resolution VA 3-2016 VA16-0006* 
WHAT THE RESOLUTION ACCOMPLISHES: 
A resolution granting a dimensional variance of 0.3 of a foot from the minimum front 
setback requirement of 25 feet in order to permit a single-family home to remain 24.7 feet 
from the front property line in a Single-Family Residential (R-1 B) zone; property is located 
at 4135 SW 19th Place. 

Assistant City Attorney Bartos read the title of the Resolution. 

Planner II Heller stated the applicant, Groff Building Contractors, was requesting a 0.3 
foot variance to Section 2.7 .1 of the City's Land Use and Development Regulations 
(LUDR) that requires a minimum front setback of 25 feet for buildings in a Single-Family 
Residential (R-1 B) District in order to allow a single-family home to remain 24.7 feet from 
the west property line. He described the subject property, surrounding area on the 
proximity map, and displayed aerial photographs. He reviewed staff's analysis and stated 
staff recommended approval with conditions as listed in the staff report. No 
correspondence was received. 

Public hearing opened. 

No speakers. 

Public hearing closed. 

Commissioner Kibitlewski moved, seconded by Commissioner Peterson to 
approve Resolution VA 3-2016 with conditions recommended by staff. 

Commission polled as follows: Hewitt, Kibitlewski, Morris, Peterson, Ranfranz, 
Read, and Schneider voted "aye.'' Seven "ayes." Motion carried 7-0. 

BOARD OF ZONING ADJUSTMENT AND APPEALS 
ADJOURNS AND RECONVENES AS THE PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION/ 
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500 FT BOUNDARY PROPERTY OWNERS-SE14-0013- DEBONOS INC

Owner Strap

Block/Lot

Owner Information Zoning FLU

264423C3030470190

3047

2123 SW SANTA BARBARA PL C1 CP2110 SANTA BARBARA LLC

4241 CORPORATE 

34104FLNAPLES

19

264423C3030470380

3047

2110 2120 SANTA BARBARA BL C1 CP2110 SANTA BARBARA LLC

4241 CORPORATE 

34104FLNAPLES

37

264423C3030470380

3047

2110 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CP2110 SANTA BARBARA LLC

4241 CORPORATE 

34104FLNAPLES

37

264423C3030470380

3047

2114 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CP2110 SANTA BARBARA LLC

4241 CORPORATE 

34104FLNAPLES

37

264423C3030470380

3047

2120 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CP2110 SANTA BARBARA LLC

4241 CORPORATE 

34104FLNAPLES

37

254423C4009390070

0939

2145 SE SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFALVAREZ ALAIN M

2145 SE SANTA BA

33990FLCAPE CORAL

7

264423C3030460450

3046

2126 SW SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFANDERSON JAMES W

2126 SW SANTA BA

33991FLCAPE CORAL

45

254423C4009390110

0939

2209 SE SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFAYALA LOUIS +

821 STILLWOATER 

06902CTSTAMFORD

11

264423C3030470170

3047

2127 SW SANTA BARBARA PL C1 CPBENZING MARC

1206 SE 5TH ST

33990FLCAPE CORAL

17

254423C4009390090

0939

2203 SE SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFBIONDOLILLO JOHN + SYLVIA

2203 SE SANTA BA

33990FLCAPE CORAL

10

264423C3030460490

3046

2134 SW SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFBITRI HENIS

2134 SW SANTA BA

33991FLCAPE CORAL

49
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Owner Strap

Block/Lot

Owner Information Zoning FLU

254423C4009390140

0939

2213 SE SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFCASTELL MALVIS

2213 SE SANTA BA

33990FLCAPE CORAL

14

254423C4009300010

0930

2107 2119 SANTA BARBARA BL C1 CPCDW 10995 METRO PKWY LLC

12140 CARISSA CO

33966FLFORT MYERS

1

254423C4009300010

0930

2119 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPCDW 10995 METRO PKWY LLC

12140 CARISSA CO

33966FLFORT MYERS

1

264423C3030470540

3047

2200 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPDEBONOS INC

714 BURNT STORE 

33993FLCAPE CORAL

54

264423C3030470540

3047

2144 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPDEBONOS INC

714 BURNT STORE 

33993FLCAPE CORAL

54

254423C4009300150

0930

2133 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPDSP INVESTMENTS LLC

2612 SANTA BARB

33914

STES 1 + 2

FLCAPE CORAL

15

254423C4009300210

930

2139 SANTA BARBARA BLVDDSP INVESTMENTS LLC

2612 SANTA BARB

33914

STES 1 + 2

FLCAPE CORAL

20

254423C4009300900

0930

2136 SE SANTA BARBARA PL C1 CPERNESTO OPPEN INC

CARTIMAR ADMINI

PASAY CITY

90

254423C4009300940

0930

2130 SE SANTA BARBARA PL C1 CPERNESTO OPPEN INC

CARTIMAR ADMINS

PASAY CITY

94

254423C4009300960

0930

2126 SE SANTA BARBARA PL C1 CPERNESTO OPPEN INC

CARTIMAR ADMINI

PASAY CITY

96

254423C4009300990

0930

2122 SE SANTA BARBARA PL C1 CPERNESTO OPPEN INC

CARTIMAR ADMINI

PASAY CITY

99

264423C3030460070

3046

2201 SW 1ST AVE R1B SFFERJIANI OSAMA H + DEBORAH L

978 BOUNDARY BL

33947FLROTONDA WEST

7
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Owner Strap

Block/Lot

Owner Information Zoning FLU

264423C3030460170

3046

2127 SW 1ST AVE R1B SFFERRERIA LOUIE + CLARISSA

2127 SW 1ST AVE

33991FLCAPE CORAL

17

254423C4009300220

0930

2145 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPFLETCHER ALICE M COTR +

1718 SE 44TH TER

33904FLCAPE CORAL

22

264423C3030460590

3046

2208 SW SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFFLORIDA SUN BUYING GROUP LLC

2015 CORNWALLIS 

33904FLCAPE CORAL

59

254423C4009390160

0939

2217 SE SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFGONZALEZ JORGE + FARIDA

21825 SW 309TH S

33030FLHOMESTEAD

16

264423C3030470440

3047

2128 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPJAI AMBE OF CAPE CORAL INC

2128 SANTA BARB

33991FLCAPE CORAL

44

264423C3030460010

3046

2213 SW 1ST AVE R1B SFKEEGAN NANNETTE DURIEUX

4808 SW 24TH AVE

33914FLCAPE CORAL

1

264423C3030460110

3046

2139 SW 1ST AVE R1B SFLANGSTON JOSEPH V TR EST

3458 HANCOCK BRI

33903FLNORTH FORT MYERS

11

254423C4009390050

0939

2141 SE SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFLAVENTURE MICHAEL + MICHELLE

5 ROOSEVELT PL

11758NYMASSAPEQUA

5

264423C3030350000

3035

2300 SANTA BARBARA BLVD RD PFLEE COUNTY DIST SCHOOL BOARD

2855 COLONIAL BL

33966FLFORT MYERS

19

264423C3030350000

3035

2300 SANTA BARBARA BLVD RD PFLEE COUNTY DIST SCHOOL BOARD

2855 COLONIAL BL

33966FLFORT MYERS

19

264423C3030350000

3035

2300 SANTA BARBARA BLVD RD PFLEE COUNTY DIST SCHOOL BOARD

2855 COLONIAL BL

33966FLFORT MYERS

19

254423C4009300130

0930

2125 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPLOOK PETER

26069 FAWNWOOD

34134FLBONITA SPRINGS

13
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Owner Strap

Block/Lot

Owner Information Zoning FLU

254423C4009300130

0930

2125 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPLOOK PETER

26069 FAWNWOOD

34134FLBONITA SPRINGS

13

254423C4009300130

0930

2125 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPLOOK PETER

26069 FAWNWOOD

34134FLBONITA SPRINGS

13

254423C4009300130

0930

2125 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPLOOK PETER

26069 FAWNWOOD

34134FLBONITA SPRINGS

13

264423C3030460550

3046

2200 SW SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFLOTT DALE LAVERNE

2200 SW SANTA BA

33991FLCAPE CORAL

55

264423C3030460030

3046

2209 SW 1ST AVE R1B SFLUCAS THEODORE J + SARA ANNE

244 LAMANCHA AV

33411FLROYAL PALM BEACH

3

264423C3030460570

3046

2204 SW SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFMASTERMAKER ANNETTE

2204 SW SANTA BA

33991FLCAPE CORAL

57

264423C3030460130

3046

2135 SW 1ST AVE R1B SFMILLER THOMAS O +

1817 SW 48TH LAN

33991FLCAPE CORAL

13

264423C3030460190

3046

2125 SW 1ST AVE R1B SFMONTOYA JUAN PABLO

2125 SW 1ST AVE

33991FLCAPE CORAL

19

264423C3030460430

3046

2122 SW SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFNOONAN EDWARD + JEANNE

335 NELSON RD

10950NYMONROE

43

264423C3030460610

3046

2212 SW SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFOLIGARIO CAROLE

1276 N HARPER AV

90046CAWEST HOLLYWOOD

61

264423C3030460530

3046

2142 SW SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFPOOLE MURPHY E + REBECCA G

2142 SW SANTA BA

33991FLCAPE CORAL

53

254423C4009390030

0939

2137 SE SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFRIKER ERIC D +

2137 SE SANTA BA

33990FLCAPE CORAL

3
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Owner Strap

Block/Lot

Owner Information Zoning FLU

264423C3030460470

3046

2130 SW SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFROSSI NICOLA + KAREN

2130 SW SANTA BA

33991FLCAPE CORAL

47

254423C4009390010

0939

2133 SE SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFSANSING MAUREEN +

2133 SE SANTA BA

33990FLCAPE CORAL

1

254423C4009300380 2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1SB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

0420

254423C4009300380 2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1SB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

0420

254423C4009300380 2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1SB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

0420

254423C4009300380 2306 SE SANTA BARBARA PL C1SB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

0680

254423C4009300380 2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1SB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

0420

254423C4009300380 2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1SB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

0420

254423C4009300380 2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1SB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

0420

254423C4009300380 2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1SB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

0420

254423C4009300380

0930

2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

38

254423C4009300380

0930

2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

38
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254423C4009300380

0930

2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

38

254423C4009300380

0930

2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

38

254423C4009300380

0930

2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPSB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

38

254423C4009300380

0930

2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

38

254423C4009300380

0930

2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

38

254423C4009300380

0930

2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPSB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

38

254423C4009300380

0930

2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

38

254423C4009300380

0930

2311 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB I INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

38

254423C4009300330

0930

2221 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB II INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

33

254423C4009300330

0930

2221 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB II INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

33

254423C4009300330

0930

2221 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB II INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

33

254423C4009300330

0930

2221 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB II INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

33
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Block/Lot
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254423C4009300330

0930

2221 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB II INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

33

254423C4009300330

0930

2221 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB II INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

33

254423C4009300330

0930

2221 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPSB II INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

33

254423C4009300330

0930

2221 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB II INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

33

254423C4009300260

0930

2209 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPSB III INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

26

254423C4009300260

0930

2209 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB III INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

26

254423C4009300260

0930

2209 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB III INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

26

254423C4009300260

0930

2209 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB III INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

26

254423C4009300260

0930

2209 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB III INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

26

254423C4009300260

0930

2209 SANTA BARBARA BLVD # C1 CPSB III INVESTMENT LLC

3333 NEW HYDE P

11042NYNEW HYDE PARK

26

264423C3030460150

3046

2131 SW 1ST AVE R1B SFSEIDL NICHOLE

2131 SW 1ST AVE

33991FLCAPE CORAL

15

264423C3030470090

3047

2137 SW SANTA BARBARA PL C1 CPSIMEONE PETER F SR

14819 LAGUNA DR 

33908FLFORT MYERS

10
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Owner Strap

Block/Lot
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264423C3030470050

3047

2205 SW SANTA BARBARA PL C1 CPSIMEONE PETER SR

14819 LAGUNA DR 

33908FLFORT MYERS

5

264423C3030470070

3047

2201 SW SANTA BARBARA PL C1 CPSIMEONE PETER SR

14819 LAGUNA DR 

33908FLFORT MYERS

7

264423C3030470500

3047

2138 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPSIMEONE PETER SR

14819 LAGUNA DR 

33908FLFORT MYERS

50

264423C3030470010

3047

2213 SW SANTA BARBARA PL C1 CPTENAGLIA ANTONIO + FILOMENA

1619 ORCHID BLVD

33904FLCAPE CORAL

1

264423C3030470030

3047

2209 SW SANTA BARBARA PL C1 CPTENAGLIA ANTONIO + FILOMENA

1619 ORCHID BLVD

33904FLCAPE CORAL

3

264423C3030470580

3047

2206 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPTENAGLIA ANTONIO + FILOMENA

1619 ORCHID BLVD

33904FLCAPE CORAL

58

264423C3030470590

3047

2208 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPTENAGLIA ANTONIO + FILOMENA

1619 ORCHID BLVD

33904FLCAPE CORAL

59

264423C3030470600

3047

2210 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPTENAGLIA ANTONIO + FILOMENA

1619 ORCHID BLVD

33904FLCAPE CORAL

60

264423C3030470610

3047

2212 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPTENAGLIA ANTONIO + FILOMENA

1619 ORCHID BLVD

33904FLCAPE CORAL

61

264423C3030470620

3047

2214 SANTA BARBARA BLVD C1 CPTENAGLIA ANTONIO + FILOMENA

1619 ORCHID BLVD

33904FLCAPE CORAL

62

264423C3030460410

3046

2118 SW SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFTREICHLER SUSAN DORI

2118 SW SANTA BA

33991FLCAPE CORAL

41

264423C3030460090

3046

2143 SW 1ST AVE R1B SFWALSH SANDRA M

61 CHELSEA RD

07012NJCLIFTON

10
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Block/Lot
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264423C3030470220

3047

2117 SW SANTA BARBARA PL C1 CPWEI XINGCUN +

2696 BELLINGHAM 

33991FLCAPE CORAL

22

264423C3030470220

3047

2117 SW SANTA BARBARA PL C1 CPWEI XINGCUN +

2696 BELLINGHAM 

33991FLCAPE CORAL

22

264423C3030470220

3047

2117 SW SANTA BARBARA PL C1 CPWEI XINGCUN +

2696 BELLINGHAM 

33991FLCAPE CORAL

22

264423C3030470220

3047

2117 SW SANTA BARBARA PL C1 CPWEI XINGCUN +

2696 BELLINGHAM 

33991FLCAPE CORAL

22

264423C3030470220

3047

2117 SW SANTA BARBARA PL C1 CPWEI XINGCUN +

2696 BELLINGHAM 

33991FLCAPE CORAL

22

264423C3030460510

3046

2138 SW SANTA BARBARA PL R1B SFWINTERS BENJAMIN M +

2138 SW SANTA BA

33991FLCAPE CORAL

51

264423C3030460050

3046

2205 SW 1ST AVE R1B SFYANG GUANG +

2 SILVER HILL RD

01720MAACTON

5
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